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Screening Geopolitics: James Bond 
and the Early Cold War films (1962–1967)
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Department of Geography, Royal Holloway, University of London, Surrey, UK

This paper seeks to extend the remit of popular geopolitics by con-
sidering the role and significance of places and their inhabitants
in shaping the narrative structures of films. By using the example
of the James Bond series from the 1960s, it is suggested that there is
more complex series of geographies to be acknowledged. Arguably
most of the trade press reviewers were largely content to argue that
places were simply ‘exotic locations’. With a detailed examination
of screenplays from five Bond films, it is shown that United Artists
and Eon Productions played an important and creative role in
shaping the geographies of dangers and threats confronted by
James Bond. Moreover, austere and or remote locations also
played important roles in generating a sense of climax between the
British secret agent and his enemies regardless of whether they
were part of a criminal network or an evil genius. Finally, the
paper concludes with an assessment of some of the outstanding
challenges facing a popular geopolitics.

INTRODUCTION

In my experience all Prime Ministers love intelligence because it is
a secret weapon they have. The intelligence report used to arrive in special
little boxes and it gave them a belief that they had a direct line to some-
thing that no ordinary departments have. They never did without it and
they never minded spending money on intelligence in my experience.1

The conflict is melodramatic and Manichean. Bond … represent[s] goodness
without ambiguity, and they face a series of supremely sinister, evil, and
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grotesque villains, whose unbridled lusts and cruelty drives them
towards world domination.2

Over the last ten years, disciplines such as International Relations (IR) have
embraced the so-called ‘return of culture’ in a variety of ways. It has been
raised not only as an issue of forthcoming insecurity in the form of civilisa-
tions and corresponding clashes but also in the context of how popular cul-
ture might influence/shape/reproduce the foreign and security policies of
governments.3 Moreover, Cynthia Weber has recently noted, ‘accessing
visual culture through popular films allows us to consider connections
between IR theory and our everyday lives. Using popular films in this way
helps us get a sense of the everyday connections between ‘the popular’ and
‘the political’.4 In the case of political geography and more specifically geo-
politics, however, the notion of a ‘return’ is perhaps misplaced.5 The intro-
duction of the term ‘popular geopolitics’ (linked as we shall see below to
the critical geopolitics corpus) signified a renewed interest in the manner in
which popular ideas about global political space help to reinforce or resist
the foreign policy discourses and practices of political elites. New research
into film, cartons, television and popular journals such as the Reader’s
Digest arguably complemented a longer-standing interest in political geog-
raphy’s relationship to popular culture and visual media (as opposed to
music and sound geographies for example).6

Notwithstanding geography’s long-standing interest in film and the
representation of places on celluloid, it is only comparatively recently that
academic sub-fields such as geopolitics (whether of the critical variety or
not) have shown any interest in visual media with the exception of maps.7

This is, as Michael Heffernan has noted, an extraordinary lacuna because
geopolitics, understood as an intellectual practice dating from the turn of
the twentieth century, has always been highly visual.8 However, with the
introduction of a self-consciously critical geopolitical literature, a new inter-
est arose in other forms of visual media and their relationship to elite and
popular cultures. Political geographers such as John Agnew, Joanne Sharp,
Gerard Toal and Simon Dalby helped to expand the intellectual field of
geopolitics by reminding us that the practices and representations of global
political space do not reside exclusively in politically elite cultures. In other
words, ideas and images associated with world politics ‘leak’ into popular
culture and may either reinforce and or contest dominant political under-
standings such as the depiction of the Soviet Union as a threatening other in
Cold War America.

This expanding literature of critical geopolitics spawned an inter-locking
area of interest labelled ‘popular geopolitics’.9 Over the last decade, theoretical
sophistication has been combined with empirical diversity and important
interventions such as Joanne Sharp’s detailed analysis of the Reader’s Digest
during the Cold War have been realised.10 Likewise, new analyses of the
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print news media have appeared which demonstrate how popular geopolitical
perspectives needs to drawn upon and engage with related literature in
media and cultural studies. Arguably, popular geopolitical analyses of film
have not evolved in quite the same manner in terms of textual and or meth-
odological sophistication. In our eagerness to explore how particular repre-
sentations of places and people reinforce and or contest particular foreign
and security policy discourse, we (those who write and or engage with the
critical geopolitics literature) have been insufficiently attentive to the nature
and practices associated with film.11

Rather than seek to analyse film conventions and or the film industries,
Hollywood being just one aspect of this global enterprise, the object of this
essay is to extend a geographical appreciation of film and in particular the
James Bond series. As noted earlier, film (especially those produced in
Hollywood, or Pinewood Studios in the case of James Bond) often dramatises
contentious issues and highlights value conflicts. In so doing, geographical
locations and or geographical framing are rarely if ever passive backdrops
to these acts of dramatisation. The portrayal of people in space, the locales
(sometimes fictional) used in films and the role of movie frames help to
define space and human relationships therein.12 The depiction of places
also assist in the formulation of narrative structures and thus, in the context
of the James Bond films, the movement of Britain’s premier spy is an important
and persistent feature of his intelligence missions.

These odysseys help to highlight two features – first, Bond’s travel
plans help to convey a sense of glamour and mystique to his missions. He
either glides across international borders with the minimum of fuss under
a false identity and occupation and or endures an enforced intimacy with
his adversaries such as on board the personal jet plane of Auric Goldfinger.
It is salutary to note that for viewers in the 1950s and 1960s, before the
invention of mass airline travel and package holidays, Bond’s missions took
him to places that very few would have been able to visit (see Fig. 1). The
line between tourism and international spying may be a fine one. As
Michael Denning has noted, ‘it stands, for Bond, as an idyllic paradise, as
a more authentic culture, and as a source of threat and betrayal … Bond is
given a more privileged access than the average tourist. He is taken by his
secret work, into secret worlds’.13 Second, Bond’s escapades across space
help to generate a sense of eventual climax, which usually witnessed
a titanic – often highly individualised – struggle involving him and his main
adversary. Intimate and confined places, irrespective of environment such
as the personal jet of Auric Goldfinger and or the compartments of the
Orient Express, are important in producing a narrative ending.

As part of initiating a richer geopolitical appreciation of film, one could
consider how the mapping of films such as the James Bond series might
facilitate such a task. As Moretti has shown with his analysis of the European
Novel, such an exercise assists in asking how space and locations are used
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to fashion the narrative structure including the beginnings and endings of
particular films.14 So rather than simply noting that post-Cold War American
action films have developed different story lines (following the collapse of
the Soviet Union), we actually investigate how places are embedded into
the movie structure and the original screenplay. This might entail a closer
reading of films and, as Lisa Benton helpfully concludes, ‘film opens a win-
dow on the sphere of human relations, depicting how people move through
space, how they interact with objects in the landscape, how they interact
with space … How they interact with each other in this space’.15

The aim of this essay is to further contribute to a geographical engagement
with one particular visual media – film, and more specifically the feature
films involving the British secret agent, James Bond. Given an earlier essay
on From Russia with Love (1963), I am neither proposing to rehearse the
basic bio-geographical details of Ian Fleming16 nor aiming to replicate the
important contributions by individuals such as Tony Bennett, James Chapman,
Jeremy Black, Andrew Lycett and David Cannadine.17 The second section
nonetheless aims to explore why a focus on James Bond might be profitable
with regard to the continuing evolution of popular geopolitics. Thereafter,
the conversion from the Fleming novels to the films are scrutinised with
a particular focus on how and why the plots and geographical locations
were altered by personnel attached to Eon Productions and United Artists.
The role of Richard Maibaum, the chief screenwriter for 13 Bond films,
deserves special attention because of his role in translating the James Bond
novels to the screen. For the sake of manageability, attention is devoted to
the first five films – Dr No (1962), From Russia with Love (1963), Goldfinger
(1964), Thunderball (1965) and You Only Live Twice (1967). All five were
huge hits with the viewing public in North America, Europe and elsewhere
such as Japan. Finally, the essay concludes with how this interest in the
James Bond film series might have wider implications for how we approach
the development of popular geopolitics.

WHY JAMES BOND?

Notwithstanding my own continued enjoyment of the James Bond films,18 it
behoves me to explain why these cinematic productions might assist us in
developing an understanding of film and popular geopolitics. Four basic
reasons might be offered at this stage. First, the James Bond film series (dating
from 1962 onwards) have been extremely popular not only in Europe and
North America but also in Asia and Africa. It is routinely estimated by James
Bond scholars that at least a quarter of the world’s population has seen at
least one Bond film.19 Thus, whatever one might critically note about the
storylines and plots, a great number of people have been exposed to the
exploits of Commander James Bond/007. This is not of course to claim that
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all the viewers enjoyed the experience and or consumed the films in a sim-
ilar manner.20 Second, it is possible to derive some interesting parallels with
inter-state relations and the practices associated with intelligence gathering.
In other words, the films self-consciously mimic (and of course exaggerate in
places) the diplomatic and intelligence intercourse of the post-1945 world.
The creator of James Bond, Ian Fleming, was a former wartime intelligence
officer and had access to an extraordinary range of people, including the
Kennedy brothers.21 The films are filled with explicit references to so-called
allies and friends (e.g. the United States) and adversaries (e.g. the Soviet
Union and China). Third, as a consequence of its commercial success, the
longevity of the James Bond series allows us to consider how the plots and
story lines have been able to account for global political shifts from the Cold
War to the post-Cold War era, for example. Thus, the plot line attached to
the latest James Bond film, Die Another Day (2002), combined terrorism, so-
called ‘rogue states’ such as North Korea and the figure of the ‘evil genius’ in
a manner which would have been readily appreciated by viewers (especially
Americans in the aftermath of 11 September 11 and George Bush’s ‘War on
Terror’) across the world. Fourth, the James Bond story lines have used the
figure of the ‘evil genius’ (as we shall see later) to complicate understandings
of inter-state relations. In other words, James Bond’s missions frequently
involve him confronting a dangerous figure that is, at best, only loosely con-
nected to Cold War adversaries such as China and the Soviet Union.

The introduction of Commander James Bond, Britain’s premier spy,
therefore, remains an extraordinary moment in the cultural history of the
Cold War.22 Despite the claims to the contrary from the film producers,
Cubby Broccoli and Harry Saltzman, the James Bond adventures were
always sensitive and sensitised by the prevailing Cold War conflict. This was
perhaps not surprising given the claim by the historian Tony Shaw that, ‘vir-
tually everything, from sport to ballet to comic books and space travel,
assumed political significance and hence potentially could be deployed as a
weapon both to shape opinion at home and to subvert societies abroad’.23

Even if the evidence thus far is fragmentary, we know that the James Bond
novels and films were immensely popular with the very president who
weathered the 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis – John F. Kennedy – and his
brother Attorney General Robert Kennedy. Indeed, according to one biogra-
pher of Robert Kennedy, ‘JFK was such an aficionado of Fleming’s novels
that, by enthusing about them, he helped make the British thriller writer
[Ian Fleming] a top best-seller in the US’.24 Shortly after its official US
release, President Kennedy arranged for a private showing of the film Dr No
in the White House.25

Over the last 40 years, the Bond phenomenon has attracted a coterie of
critics and commentators eager to analyse and interpret the symbolic, cul-
tural, political and sexual significance of the fictional super-spy.26 The figure
of James Bond has been interpreted as a sop to British imperial decline,27
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a rear-guard response to the rise of feminism,28 an example of fragile post-
war masculinity,29 an illustration of a longer literary British spy tradition30

and a retrogressive colonial fantasy.31 Arguably one of the reasons for the
enduring appeal of Bond is the connection to the geopolitics of the Cold
War and the use of place-based imagery to convey intrigue, mystery and
danger. Often interpreted by trade press reviewers as simply ‘exotic loca-
tions’, the places depicted in the James Bond films are more than simply
backdrops to the unfolding spying mission. They actively contribute to the
geo-graphing of the Cold War as a series of Manichean struggles between
good and evil. The main adversary is often an evil genius figure rather than
a representative of an opposing superpower, however. In particular the earliest
Bond films starring the Scottish actor, Sean Connery, explicitly and implicitly
utilise a series of assumptions about place in order to convey a sense of
danger filled with individuals frequently differentiated on the basis of race
and ethnicity such as Dr No and Auric Goldfinger. While the films demon-
strate that there can be no ‘safe’ places in the midst of a Cold War, they also
paradoxically illustrate that ‘security’ can only be secured via the sterling
endeavours of James Bond rather than a vast array of conventional and
nuclear weapons of the NATO alliance.

FROM THE NOVEL TO THE SCREEN: NARRATING JAMES BOND

Ian Fleming died at the relative young age of 56 in August 1964 and thus
was only able to witness the filming and subsequent release of three films,
Dr No (1962), From Russia with Love (1963) and more fleetingly Goldfinger
(1964). Apart from being interested in the filming process, Fleming also
accrued a tax advantage from being on location. If the producers employed
him then he did not have to pay tax in the UK, provided his services were
performed overseas. He might have seen the making and release of the film
Thunderball (1965) had it not been embroiled in a lengthy legal dispute
involving Kevin McClory and the ownership of the film script. While the
dispute was eventually settled out of court in December 1963, the transla-
tion of the novels into film involved negotiations with Cubby Brocolli and
Harry Saltzman of Eon Productions and the Hollywood film company,
United Artists. As Tino Balio notes in his historical account of United Artists,
‘the James Bond films are quintessential examples of products tailored for
the international market. Financed by an American major partly with British film
subsidy funds, produced by two expatriates who had incorporated in
Switzerland, and based on a popular series of espionage novels that played off
Cold War tensions, the James Bond films were shot in exotic locales featuring a
cast of mixed nationalities that was headed by a star of universal appeal’.32

In order to understand more fully the translation from the James Bond
novel to the film, it is necessary to explore how United Artists and Eon
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Productions shaped the Bond ethos and in particular the embedded impor-
tance of formulaic story telling. Harry Saltzman, a Canadian born producer,
contacted Fleming after reading the aforementioned Life magazine story fea-
turing Kennedy’s favourite novels. In the midst of another bout of poor
health and eager to create a trust fund for his son Casper, Fleming sold
Saltzman an option on the Bond books. The deal was not sealed until Broccoli
met with Fleming and finalised a deal which meant that exclusive movie
picture rights were secured for all the published James Bond novels with the
exception of Casino Royale.33 In return, Fleming was to receive $100,000 per
book and 2.5 per cent of the net profits from each film. As Balio explains,
the deal was premised on the notion that there would be a substantial series
of films because Saltzman was required to option a new book for a film
every 18 months or else the rights to the novels would revert to Fleming. If
the series succeed, and this was still not at all certain given the modest sales
of Fleming novels in the United States, then Saltzman was empowered to
claim the motion picture rights to the character of James Bond.

Armed with the film option, Broccoli and Saltzman approached United
Artists and a deal was eventually struck in April 1962, even if the first film
budget was to be a modest one – $140,000 for property and screenplay,
$40,000 for the director and $140,000 for the entire film cast. In order to
qualify for a British government-sponsored Eady Plan subsidy, it was also
agreed that the cast would have to be predominantly British, including the
lead actor, and shot on ‘British’ locations which could include the British
Empire and/or Commonwealth. While Broccoli and Saltzman wanted to
produce Thunderball, impending legal action meant that Dr No was chosen
as the first ‘official’ Bond film. Real-life events helped to make Dr No an
attractive option as American rocket testing at Cape Canaveral was bedev-
illed by claims that some of the rockets were going dangerously astray.
Thus the basic plot involving an evil genius interfering with the telemetry of
American rockets seemed remarkably prescient. Given that the location of
Fleming’s novel was the island of Crab Key, the filming process was centred
close to Fleming’s home (Goldeneye) in Jamaica. As a member of the British
Commonwealth, Jamaica qualified for an Eady Plan subsidy.

Richard Maibaum, who had worked with Broccoli on an earlier Antarctic-
based film Hell Below Zero (1954), was appointed the chief screenplay writer.
After a wartime career working in the US Armed Forces’ Combat Films Division,
Maibaum and a co-worker Alan Ladd were responsible for a series of post-
war productions including an espionage film O.S.S. (1946) and Paratrooper
(1954).34 Before his association with the James Bond series, Maibaum was
associated with British and American productions as well as a stint as an
executive producer with MGM-TV between 1958–1960. Alan Ladd recom-
mended him to the producers Cubby Broccoli and Irving Allen of Warwick
Films in the mid 1950s. This relationship with Broccoli later embraced Harry
Saltzman, when Eon Productions secured the film rights to Ian Fleming’s
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novels. Maibaum was charged with turning the novels into films and as such
he helped to transform locations, dialogue and story lines sometimes in a dra-
matic fashion. As Adrian Turner notes, ‘Maibaum must be regarded as a key
contributor to the Bond ethos and the Bond machine; its creation surely owes
nearly as much to him as it does to Ian Fleming, or to Saltzman and Broccoli,
or to Sean Connery and Ken Adam’.35 While he was paid $40,000 by United
Artists to transform the novel Dr No into a movie script, the initial offering
was not welcomed by United Artists’ Bud Ornstein, who complained that ‘I
must tell you I have not been impressed with Maibaum’s work and only hope
he will come up with something much better this time’.36 Despite these initial
misgivings, Maibaum remained the chief screenwriter for 13 of the Bond films
and retired after the production of Licence to Kill (1989).

With the benefit of the Richard Maibaum’s papers, including his screen-
plays and commentaries on the figure of James Bond, we are better able to
see where he intervened to transform Fleming’s novels. This is significant
because some films such as From Russia with Love (1963) worked closely
with the novel while others, such as You Only Live Twice (1967), substantially
differed from the original story line, which did not feature a space-based
intrigue involving the two superpowers. Maibaum, inspired by the stories of
Alexander Dumas (such as The Three Musketeers), recognised that these
transformations resided within a generic Bond story:

Basically, in a way, the pattern of the story is the same in all the Bonds,
and I think that is one of the attractions of the pictures. You have that
engine working, the James Bond syndrome – with all the conspicuous
consumption, the luxurious locales, the beautiful women, the larger-
than-life villains. We’ve carried it much further than Fleming. Bond is
absolutely dedicated and devoted to serving Queen and country; he never
questions what he does or the morality of it [cf. Licence to Kill 1989, how-
ever] … The Dumas books had a helluva [sic] influence on me.37

The first James Bond film, Dr No, provides interesting insights into how
the basic geopolitical elements of the plot were changed from the original
novel published in 1957 by Jonathan Cape. Moreover, it also reveals the
importance of place in generating intrigue and danger. In the novel, Bond
eventually discovers that the Chinese–German Dr Julius No has bought Crab
Key and is intent (under the cover of running a guano-processing opera-
tion) on interfering with the telemetry of American rockets for sinister rea-
sons. Confronted by Bond, Dr No admits in a rather febrile manner that:

You are right Mister Bond. That is just what I am, a maniac. All the
greatest men are maniacs. They are possessed by a mania, which drives
them forward towards their goal … I am, as you correctly say, a maniac –
a maniac, Mister Bond, with a mania for power … Mister Bond, power is
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sovereignty, Clausewitz’s first principle was to have a secure base. From
there one proceeds to freedom of action. Together, that is sovereignty.
I have secured these things and much besides … Who in the world has
the power of life and death or death over his people? Now that Stalin is
dead, can you name any many except myself? And how do I possess
that power, that sovereignty? Through privacy.38

This austere vision of power was supplemented by a cunning plan
involving the interference of the American rocket-testing centre on Turks
Island. Dr No claimed to Bond that most of the testing failures such as the
SNARK rocket were the responsibility of his facility on Crab Key. According
to his devious planning, Dr No boasted to Bond:

Their rockets would go mad. They would land on Havana, on Kingston.
They would turn round and home on Miami … There would be panic,
a public outcry. The experiments would have to cease. The Turks Island
base would have to close down. And how much would Russia pay for
that to happen?39

If Dr No succeeded, America’s scientific and technological advantage
would be turned against itself and the British colonial dependency of Crab
Key would ultimately pose a far greater danger than Communist Cuba. The
United States’ closest Cold War partner unwittingly made Dr No’s operations
possible when it sold Crab Key to him in 1943. While Bond later kills Dr
No, it is clear that his operations were loosely connected to Chinese crimi-
nal networks. He is, in the main, a solitary evil genius.

In the first and second edition of the Dr No film treatment, Maibaum
and his co-writer Wolf Mankowitz change the details and emphases of the
original plot. In the opening scene, for example, the British secret service
operative Strangeways is murdered by a gang of Chinese–Afro-Caribbean
assassins. While the film retained that scene, it did feature another proposed
corresponding scene involving the assassination of an American secret
agent called Christopher on board the SS Orinoco. Christopher was killed
just as he was trying to contact Strangeways to warn him that the ship (bear-
ing explosives) was headed towards Crab Key. Bond is despatched to
Jamaica in an attempt to discover who has murdered Strangeways. As he
begins his investigations, he encountered an anti-Castro Cuban called
Gomez who is eager to make Bond’s acquaintance. As the film treatment
progresses, it becomes clear that Gomez is actually a Cuban agent seeking
to obtain arms and explosives from Dr No. As the film treatment noted:

The picture is clearer now, Bond tells Leiter. Dr No is obviously supply-
ing arms through Gomez to pro-Cuban elements in the Caribbean, and
his guana [sic] operation is only a cover for his armaments company.40
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The purpose of this fiendish scheming becomes clearer when Bond
discovers that the crew attached to the SS Orinoco (flying a Cuban flag)
intends to destroy a part of the Panama Canal and as a consequence create
the impression that Cuba was responsible for this act of ‘terrorism’. When
he finally confronts Dr No with the ‘Cuban’ plot, Bond is informed that the
conspiracy is actually more sinister:

When the Panama Canal is blown up by a ship flying the Cuban flag it
will draw undoubtedly reprisals from the American government against
Cuba. The ensuing Russian counter-action should produce a highly
desirable state of chaos, in which a resolute and highly efficient organi-
sation like the Black Monkey [a criminal society] should become the
dominant factor in the Caribbean.41

In a final twist to the plot, one of Strangeway’s British–Jamaican com-
panions, Hugh Buckfield, is revealed to be Dr No because, as Bond notes,
both men have an identical Capuchin monkey as a pet! Dr No perishes in
a gigantic fireball as Bond destroys the explosive-laden SS Orinoco.

The second edition of the film treatment dropped the idea of the monkey
(disliked by United Artists) and Dr No assassinates Buckfield rather than
assume his identity. While the rogue Cuban agent Gomez remained at the
heart of the secret plan, the role of ‘Red China’ was emphasised rather than
Dr No and the Chinese criminal society, the Black Monkey. This was an
important difference because the threat was explicitly territorialised. Dr No
was no longer represented as just a Chinese–German evil genius with vague
links to Chinese underworld. In an expanding second edition of the film
treatment, he was described as a ‘Red Chinese agent’ who sought to con-
vince Bond that he should join his organisation because:

The destruction of the Gatun Locks of the Panama Canal will undoubtedly
evoke reprisals by the United States against Cuba. This in turn will prompt
Russian action against the United States. Such a situation is considered
desirable by Red China. In the ensuing conflict there will be many areas
where chaotic conditions will prevail. One of them will be the Caribbean.
Dr No’s activities will exploit these conditions for Red China’s benefit and
his own. He will more than ever need an efficient organisation … In his
opinion Bond would be an ideal replacement [for Buckfield].42

Despite the changes to Dr No and his political loyalties, the Panama
Canal remained the centre of the drama rather than the novel’s preoccupation
with the interference of American rocket testing in the Caribbean. In the
aftermath of the Suez Crisis (1956) and the struggle for control of the Suez
Canal, the choice of the Panama Canal (opened in 1914) was opportune in
the sense that it was considered to be a strategic passageway between the
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Caribbean and the Pacific Ocean. Moreover, as early as the 1950s, American
strategic planners were worried that left-wing subversives (supported either
by Cuba and or the Soviet Union) might seek to disrupt American and Western
commercial traffic through an attack on the canal itself. In so doing,
Maibaum’s proposed film treatment shifted the centre of the intrigue onto
an American-controlled Panama Canal Zone and thus it was easier to justify
the enhanced presence of the CIA’s Felix Leiter. With the help of Leiter,
Bond precipitated an enormous explosion, which consumed Dr No in an
explosive finale.

A committee composed of the producers Broccoli and Saltzman, the
production designer Ken Adam and the director Terence Young worked
and re-worked the script with due attention given to special effects and set
production. Maibaum’s private papers reveal how frustrating this collective
editorial process could be:

After I write and submit my first draft of the screenplay, revisions are
discussed in committee … The writer is both the anvil and one of the
sledges. He participates as a clanger in this nerve-wracking anvil chorus
while simultaneously recording it. The wear and tear on the psyche is
understandingly harrowing.43

Maibaum’s film treatment had been altered again on successive occasions
so that by the time of the film’s release, it was far closer to the original
novel’s plot. The references to the Cuban agent Gomez were removed, as
was the explicit political link between Dr No and ‘Red China’. Following
Broccoli and Saltzman’s caveat about minimising explicit geopolitical refer-
ences to Bond’s enemies, Dr No was revealed to have been a member of
the non-aligned terror network, SPECTRE. When asked by Bond about his
political backers, Dr No informs him that ‘East’ and ‘West’ are merely ‘points
on the compass’ and have no significance for the trans-global ambitions of
SPECTRE. The prevailing geopolitics of the Cold War have no ideological
significance in so far as the demands made of the United States government
reveal no particular geopolitical bias.

The other substantial difference between Maibaum’s earliest film treat-
ments revolves around the role of Bond’s CIA counterpart Felix Leiter.
Maibaum envisaged the operation to locate and destroy Dr No’s activities as
a joint Anglo-American mission because Leiter would also be intent on
avenging the death of the US secret agent, Christopher. In the film, Leiter’s
role was modest and he does not, for example, accompany Bond on his
covert trip to Crab Key. With the absence of the ‘Christopher’ dimension,
Bond was able to dominate proceedings and Britain is spared the indignity
(in the post-Suez Crisis era) of the Americans taking over an operation
involving one of their own colonial territories. But this uneasy balance
involving Anglo-American operations persisted during the filming process.
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In a memorable letter by Ann Fleming to Evelyn Waugh in February 1962,
she noted that:

On location with the film company producing Dr No: they were shoot-
ing a beach scene, the hero and heroine cowering behind a ridge of
sand to escape death from a machine gun mounted on a deep sea fishing
craft borrowed from a neighbouring hotel and manned by communist
Negroes. The sand ridge was planted with French letters full of explo-
sive – by magic mechanism they blew up the sand in little puffs. The
machine gun gave mild pops but I was assured it will be improved on
the sound track; all this endeavour was wasted because unluckily
a detachment of the American Navy entered the bay in speed launches
and buggered it all up.44

In his detailed review of ‘The Sixties’, Arthur Marwick identified eight
defining features – the growth of sub-cultures and movements, individualism,
youth, technology, international cultural exchange, consumer culture, civil
rights and permissiveness especially with reference to sexual relations.45 For
many viewers and trade press reviewers, these earliest Bond films such as
Dr No and From Russia with Love helped define the Cold War zeitgeist. As
the Film Daily declared, Bond, ‘played with a winning mixture of urbanity
and masculinity by Sean Connery, is dispatched to Jamaica to investigate.
Sean Connery learns that the murders were only part of a sinister plot for
world domination executed by Dr No, a gifted, partly Chinese scientist.’46

Or as Kine Weekly opined, ‘it tells how James Bond, an immaculate,
resourceful and fearless British agent, prevents an oriental master criminal,
operating from a Caribbean island fortress, gaining world domination
through atomic power’.47 Dr No was premiered at the Pavilion Theatre in
October 1962 and was released simultaneously in 198 theatres throughout
the British Isles. It grossed a staggering $840,000 in the first two weeks and
was extremely popular in other European countries including Italy, Germany
and France. In May 1963, the film was released in New York and American
audiences helped to generate a $2 million domestic and $44 million foreign
gross.

After its release in April 1964, the second Bond film, From Russia with
Love, subsequently grossed $12.5 million. It was the first film to be released
during the Christmas season in the United States, a pattern that was to be
followed by Thunderball when it was released on 21 December 1965.
Although an extraordinary increase, the third film Goldfinger (1964) pro-
pelled the Bond film series into the major league of cinema box office
receipts. As with earlier films, the film treatment of Goldfinger prepared by
Maibaum and the production team departed from Fleming’s novel and in
this case the link with ‘Red China’ becomes an important part of the film’s
geopolitical rationale. Premiered in London in late September 1964, one
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month after the death of Ian Fleming, Goldfinger eventually grossed over
$46 million worldwide and spawned a veritable industry of ‘Bond/007’
products including toiletries, shoes, model cars and the serialisation of the
Fleming novels in Playboy magazine.48

REEL GEOPOLITICS: MAPPING JAMES BOND

Jeremy Black’s The Politics of James Bond is an important intervention in the
ensuing discussion involving the geopolitics of the Cold War and how it
relates to the James Bond films of the 1960s.49 While ‘Bond is a figure
designed to resist the decline of empire’, the condition of Britain and the
empire was fragile as the winds of post-colonial change swept across Africa,
Asia and the Caribbean. By the time Dr No was released in October 1962 to
the British viewing public, Jamaica was no longer a colony.50 While many
have noted that the James Bond films differ markedly from Fleming’s novels
in terms of the depiction of the adversary, less attention has been given to
how, for example, the mode of travel and places assisted in the generation
of geographies of evil and danger so necessary for the Bond plot lines.

While the role of the United States and the CIA is at times completely
marginal or even absent (for example From Russia with Love), the Bond–
Leiter relationship was fundamentally shaped by the British agent’s superior
intelligence gathering and analytical abilities. Bond is usually grateful for the
resources of the United States but at same time mindful of the value of British
pluck and ingenuity.51 This ‘brains–brawn’ partnership was to be memorably
depicted in You Only Live Twice (1967) in two dimensions. First, in com-
plete contrast to Fleming’s earlier novel, Bond tells Miss Moneypenny that
he has no need for a ‘beginners guide to Japanese’ because he took a First
in Oriental Languages at Cambridge.52 Felix Leiter does not feature in the
film as instead the Japanese Secret Service and its commandos provide
essential support for the mission. In the novel, Bond ‘had never been east
of Hong Kong’ and had no predilection for Far Eastern languages such as
Japanese, let alone Chinese or Korean.53 Indeed, prior to his mission he
remained puzzled by his selection. The depiction of Bond in the film merely
consolidated a view of a man possessed with extraordinary attributes and
talents – a cunning linguist, as Miss Moneypenny memorably recorded in
a later Bond film, The World is Not Enough (1997). As the reviewer for the
trade press journal Variety noted, ‘his well documented reputation as a bon
vivant is here extended to his having placed a first in Oriental Languages at
Cambridge and knowing that saki should correctly be served at 98.4º F.
Audiences obviously relish these superhuman qualities the stuff of which
mass daydreams and UA box office millions are made of’.54

Second, in the aftermath of the disappearance of American and Soviet
spacecraft, a secret meeting was convened among the British, Americans
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and Soviets. After exchanging accusations and counter-accusations, the British
official is shown to be contradicting his American counterpart when he
dismisses the claim that the Soviets must be responsible for the disappear-
ance of the American craft. Instead, the British official claims that their intel-
ligence from the Singapore tracking station thought that the missing
spacecraft might be found in an area close to the Sea of Japan. A range of
places, nonetheless, helps to accommodate and extenuate the differences
between Britain and the United States as depicted within the James Bond
films.

Notwithstanding the fact that Singapore (independent in 1965 from
Malaysia) was no longer a British colony, the inference regarding superior
British intelligence appears laughable given the scale and extent of American
resources, including its space-based programme. While the films as with the
novels depict the British rather than the Americans on the frontline of the
Cold War, they are able to function through discreet references to Britain’s
foremost contribution to Anglo-American intelligence operations – islands
and enclaves. Places such as Hong Kong (Chinese intelligence gathering),
Cyprus (Middle Eastern and Soviet intelligence gathering) and British Indian
Ocean Territory (US military base on Diego Garcia) demonstrated the value
of a scattered imperial dominion. Even an uninhabited outcrop such as
Rockall in the North Atlantic was annexed by the Royal Navy in September
1955 because it was situated within the radio-electrical range of a test site
for Britain’s first nuclear weapon, the American-made ‘Corporal’. Rockall,
like Dr No’s Crab Key, was a strategic vantage point from which to monitor
the telemetry of the Corporal missile.55

Even if the British lacked the financial and political will to establish
substantial forces ‘East of Suez’, the availability of real estate was significant
at a time when the Cold War had become truly global in scope and intensity.
As the CIA’s Frank Wisner memorably confided to the British spy, Kim
Philby, in the early 1950s: ‘Whenever we want to subvert any place, we find
the British own an island within easy reach.’56

The location of the Caribbean in the films Dr No (1962) and Thunderball
(1965) is clearly significant precisely because it was a region where British
imperial influence remained considerable, given that island colonies such as
Jamaica, the Bahamas and Barbados were only to secure independence
in the 1960s. Fleming’s Caribbean-based novels are filled with reflections on
colonial society and his misgivings about the loss of colonial influence in
the region. However, the aforementioned films in general convey a sense of
imperial continuity rather than dwelling on Bond’s periodic outbursts of
colonial angst. British officials in the form of the police and the coastguard
continue to patrol the land and water around those British colonies. As
Christopher Hitchens noted, it was one of those regions where the United
States had not yet replaced Britain as the great power presence.57 In actual
fact, the United States, in the form of the 1961 Bay of Pigs fiasco involving
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an attempted coup against Castro’s Cuban regime, had received a humiliating
blow. While this was clearly not equivalent to the 1956 Suez debacle, it did
point to the fact that even a superpower could suffer the occasional reversal
in the field.

The struggle against communism lies at the heart of the Bond novels
and there is less cultural nuance compared to the writings of John Le Carré
and Graham Greene. When he takes to the field, Bond represents not only
Britain but also the ‘Free World’. However, these confrontations with
communism are cross-fertilised by the introduction of evil geniuses and
their criminal networks, usually supported or encouraged by China or the
Soviet Union. The introduction of the multi-national terror/criminal network
SPECTRE was arguably one of the most significant interventions in the making
of the James Bond films. Fleming used the novel Thunderball (1961) to
move the emphasis away from the Soviet spy service SMERSH. Despite the
declining significance of Anglo-Soviet competition, the novels nonetheless
provide reassurance that Britain retains (and must retain) a global presence.

This shift of political gravity allowed the producers to situate their earliest
films within the confines of the Cold War while simultaneously enjoying an
artistic licence to depict a variety of evil geniuses located across the world.
In so doing two visions of political space are developed – a world domi-
nated by territorial nation-states in the midst of a Cold War and second
a global system infiltrated by a trans-boundary network of criminals using
nation-states merely as bases for their activities. Remote islands and or
subterranean headquarters were favoured precisely because it was assumed
that the surveillance capacity of states would be unable to cope with these
discrete locations. With the exception of Thunderball (1965), audiences
were largely kept either unaware of the extent of SPECTRE’s criminal activities
and or its headquarters.58 Early on in the film Thunderball, however, the
audience was able to follow the movements of Largo, Number 2 in the
SPECTRE organisation and thereby discovering that SPECTRE’s (temporary?)
headquarters were located in Paris within a building fronted by the Inter-
national Brotherhood for the Assistance of Stateless Persons.

This seems particularly apt given SPECTRE’s trans-boundary criminal
activities and willingness to recruit operatives from East or West and North
or South. Before embarking on a discussion of their ‘most audacious’ plan
to steal two nuclear bombs from a NATO aircraft, Number 1 orders a formal
review of criminal activity. The assembled SPECTRE operatives provide an
‘area report’ that includes details on the blackmail of a Japanese double
agent, the assassination of a French defector to the Soviet Union (paid for
by the French government), a £250,000 consultation fee for the Great Train
Robbery in Britain and the distribution of Chinese-based drugs to the United
States. Unhappy with the claim that only £2.3 million has been raised from
the distribution activities of drugs, Number 1 ruthlessly electrocutes one of
the operatives. After the summary execution, Number 2 explains the plan to
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demand a ransom of $280 million for the return of the two nuclear bombs,
or else American and/or British cities will be threatened. Strikingly, the only
government mentioned as being involved in any kind of financial and or
political relationship with SPECTRE is France, a country later to withdraw
from NATO’s command structure in 1966. As a result, France was deeply
distrusted by successive generations of Anglo-American governments.59

Once again, places within the James Bond screenplays perform an important
role in generating different conceptions of danger and intrigue.

The use of SPECTRE as part of the adversarial formula of shadowy
networks and evil geniuses also relied on developing a series of racial geog-
raphies of danger. In keeping with all Fleming’s Bond novels, the adversaries
are never described as ‘white’ and or ‘Anglo-Saxon’. Dr No was a Chinese–
German scientist, Blofeld was a Greek–Polish engineering graduate and
Auric Goldfinger was described as Central European and Jewish. Clearly
these kinds of depictions hark back to monsters such as the Transylvanian
Count Dracula and the evil Chinese doctor, Dr Fu Manchu, which filled the
pages of Victorian novels.60 Evil and race were welded onto one another in
an attempt to convey how Western civilisation was in danger of being
imperilled. The action adventure story (and subsequent translations into
film) provided a ready format for such racial depictions of evil. The use of
dark clothing and dark glasses in the Bond films merely compounds those
simplistic depictions of evil along with the black-coloured claw hands of
evil Dr No.

Places such as Turkey, featuring in the film From Russia with Love
(1963), were never simply passive backdrops and or ‘exotic locations’. The
escape of Bond on the appropriately named Orient Express actively created
a sense of an ideological and geographical boundary between an unsafe
and claustrophobic Balkan space and a civilised and friendly European
space (in this case Venice, Italy). Unusually for a Bond film, the movement
of the train was traced along a map of South East Europe precisely to gener-
ate a sense of intrigue as Bond escapes from the atavism of the Balkans and
its peoples. But it also enables a dangerous intimacy to flourish as Bond
finds himself trapped on board the train with a ruthless assassin masquerading
as a British secret agent. While Istanbul featured in earlier novels such as
Graham Greene’s Stamboul Train (1934), the location and the mode of
travel within the film help to generate a collective sense of double dealing,
sinister plotting and intrigue.61

In contrast, as soon as he stepped outside the confines of British
airspace,62 his world becomes more culturally complex and imperial spaces
such as the Caribbean are depicted as spaces filled with dangerous and
often ‘childlike natives’. The opening scene of Dr No (1962) is perhaps the
most explicit example, as three blind black men make their way through
Kingston accompanied by a children’s nursery rhyme (‘Three Blind Mice’).
As the film develops, the scene switches to a group of English colonials
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playing cards at an exclusive club where the only black men to be seen are
employed as servants. As the British Secret Service representative Strange-
ways (who part of the Bridge playing foursome) leaves to make contact
with his superiors in London, he is shot by one of the ‘blind men’. Strange-
ways’s death and subsequent exposure as a British agent (the blind men
later murder his secretary and steal secret files) is then juxtaposed with
a rare image of the calm efficiency of the British Secret Service’s headquarters
in central London. While chaos reigns in the colony, order rules supreme in
the imperial centre.

When Bond arrives in Jamaica, he is confronted with a colonial locale
in which many of the natives are barely capable of comprehending either
sophisticated Western technology or Bond’s cunning scheming. One of the
most interesting relationships involves Bond and the Cayman Islander,
Quarrel, who, although essential to the eventual success of the mission to
destroy Dr No, cannot distinguish a vehicle armed with a flame-thrower
from a dragon. This is a man who is haunted by superstition and tradition,
as opposed to Bond’s analytical style. Quarrel is never shown how to use
the Geiger counter; instead, it is Bond who has at his disposal science and
technology. Quarrel sails his boat by memory rather than with the help of
a nautical chart. Moreover, Quarrel drinks rum to calm his nerves while
Bond appears unflappable. Jamaica and its inhabitants provide an ideal set-
ting for Bond’s imperial heroics and as such highlights a reluctance to
acknowledge a diminished role for a Britain entering perhaps unwillingly
into a post-colonial world.63

Cold War espionage by its very nature tended to be highly covert and
obscure places often played an important role in generating climaxes to the
Bond films. The films of the 1960s actively reflected the kinds of subterra-
nean worlds familiar to those engaged in secret operations against the Soviets
and their Eastern European partners. Bond’s subterranean movements were
absolutely in keeping with real-life missions such as the 1955 Anglo-American
Operation Gold/Stopwatch, which featured the construction of a secret
tunnel under East Berlin for the purpose of collecting intelligence.64 Despite
his penchant for air travel, expensive hotels and fine wine, Bond spends
a great deal of his time negotiating tunnels, secret passageways and under-
ground bases such as the Crab Key covert control centre in Dr No (1962),
the basement of Goldfinger’s house (1964), the underground waterways of
Istanbul in From Russia with Love (1963), and the spectacular volcanic base
of SPECTRE in You Only Live Twice (1967).

These austere or confined locations perform at least four visual functions
– first, they provide the geographical settings (and help define ideological
boundaries between good and evil) for Bond’s surveillance activities. Second,
they provide opportunities for Bond to demonstrate his resources and wits
and paradoxically perhaps his dependence at times on extraordinary gadgets
such as the portable breathing apparatus in Thunderball (1965). The latter
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enabled Bond to escape the confines of a swimming pool filled with raven-
ous sharks. Third, they reaffirm the power of the individual to make a differ-
ence in a world made extreme by nuclear weapons and global tension. As the
Hollywood Reporter reflected on the film, You Only Live Twice (1967):

In a world traumatised by computerisation, explosive brush wars and
the strained détente of the two major world powers, James Bond films
offers an outsized affirmation of the power of the individual. Fall-out
and rocket-rattling are trifling compared to the immediate contest for
world survival between the current mad man at SPECTRE and the hyper-
glandular [sic] representative in Her Majesty’s Secret Service.65

Finally, they almost always feature in the final climaxes of the Bond
films. As Cawelti and Rosenberg contend, ‘their sagas move towards a
climactic scene which usually takes place in an extreme situation or locale,
such as a wilderness or in the midst of a battle … Fleming invented a variety
of locales with a similar function [to Buchan’s novels].’66 Thus, many viewers
might be disappointed if the Bond films climaxed in seemingly more hum-
drum locations such as a suburban shopping mall.

Ironically, despite Bond’s inevitable triumph, many of the stories end
up highlighting the profound vulnerability of Britain and the West during
the Cold War. Despite the technological and scientific resources of the
United States and its allies such as Britain, Western civilisation remains
vulnerable to Soviet plotting and criminal networks such as SPECTRE,
which remain addicted to global domination. Evil geniuses such as Dr No,
Goldfinger and Blofeld provide further proof that danger is never far
removed from imperial regions such as the Caribbean and even the domestic
interior of the United States. As with the post-11 September era, the appar-
ently easy availability of nuclear weapons calls into question how highly
industrialised societies such as the United States and Britain can be imperilled
by the very technologies that seem to offer the illusion of complete security.
There is nowhere that appears to be safe.

CONCLUSIONS

The James Bond films were remarkably successful in the 1960s in terms of
audience figures and box office receipts. As the Guardian film reviewer
noted in November 1964, ‘the story [in this case the film Goldfinger] is
fantasy, and fantasy is the stuff of cinema’.67 Even if the trade press reviewers
differed over their fantastical qualities, Ian Fleming’s super-spy clearly
reflected not only the prevailing Cold War culture but also the changing
domestic and international profile of Britain. Fantasy was anchored to political
detail and geographical background, which added an air of realism to
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Bond’s missions and encounters. Regardless of whether the filming process
took place on location or was ‘faked’ in Pinewood Studios (Goldfinger’s
Kentucky ranch was actually filmed in RAF Northolt in North London),
places such as Turkey and the Caribbean played a significant role in
conveying Cold War intrigue and providing a stage for the evolving Anglo-
American ‘special relationship’ personified by Bond and Leiter. But as we
have also seen, particular types of places (rather than geographical locations
per se) perform an important narrative and visual role in the James Bond
film series especially the use of inaccessible and or underground bases and
or hideouts to generate a sense of dangerous climax.

More broadly, by exploring the role of places in films we might
comprehend better some of the phenomena that make up a popular
geopolitics. Three final thoughts can be offered at this stage. First, within
films places provide opportunities not only to locate activities but also to
shape narrative structures. In other words, places are rarely simply passive
backdrops. They help to shape story lines and, in the case of political thrill-
ers such as the James Bond film series, they often function to draw attention
to prevailing dangers and threats. Locations such as the Middle East and the
former Soviet Union in the aftermath of the Cold War have been particularly
popular with Hollywood producers more generally. Second, the very nature of
the film also provides opportunities to frame particular spaces. The fleeting
images of London and the close ups of M’s office in London can be considered
in juxtaposition to the more elaborate ‘field locations’ and thus help to contrib-
ute to a sense of how danger is to be found within the exotic and or the for-
eign. The domestic functions as a metonym for stability and predictability.
Third, there is a broader history and geography to be drawn with regard to the
symbolic and material significance of tunnels and other confined spaces (and
associated modes of travel) not least with reference to Cold War espionage.

Popular geopolitics, thus far, has not really considered in sufficient detail
the nature of the filming process and the ways in which the very making of
the film creates these different spatial settings. There is a great deal more to
be done in showing how popular and political cultures interact with one
another and associated geographical representations of global political space.
With the ongoing intelligence debacle regarding Iraq’s supposed nuclear
weapons arsenal and international terror networks, there may be even more
opportunities to consider how films involving the exploits of spies informs,
contests and or reinforces politically hegemonic views of global political life.
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